
/ˈɔːkɪstreɪt/
[verb]

1.  to plan and organise a complicated event or course of action, 

especially without being noticed, so that it achieves the result you want.

Isn’t it great when everything just comes together? Achieving such simplicity however, can be a very 
complex task.

Things don’t just ‘come together’. To deliver successful solutions, you need to perfectly blend experience, skills, organisation 

and hard work. 

With many years of delivering effective business solutions, Barrachd combines the very best of standard delivery 

methodologies with our own tried-and-tested approach to ensure your project runs perfectly - to plan and on budget.  Our 

flexible delivery approach focuses on:

We listen carefully to understand your needs. By fostering the perfect mix of collaboration and governance, we respond 

with agility, distilling the relevant experience and bringing together the skills that ensure an intelligent solution that perfectly 

meets your requirements.

Isn’t it great when everything just ‘comes together’?

• Individuals and interactions alongside streamlined processes and delivery

• Customer collaboration within a commercial framework

• Early delivery of a prototype solution to review and test

• Summary documentation to clarify and record

• Responsiveness to change, ensuring revisions are managed, understood and delivered  

Orchestrate



Initiation
• A detailed handover from sales to the delivery team.

• Internal project team kick-off meeting to review solution and delivery. 

• A kick-off meeting with the client’s project team to review the solution and delivery, and create a draft plan.

• A technical kick-off with the client’s technical resources.

• A project plan is compiled, reviewed and agreed.

Delivery
• Ongoing consultancy over an agreed period of time, with one or more consultants delivering the scoped deliverables 

either on or off site.

• Training your key system users as part of the project.

• Weekly reports tracking progress, percentage complete and RAG status.

• Weekly project pulse calls review work and discuss any blockers, and agree any upcoming events and milestones.

• Dependencies identified.

• Any required changes are identified, assessed and managed.

• Solutions are fully tested and we then support our clients through UAT.

Going Live
• We work closely with you to take the solution live.

• Introduction to the support team – to meet the Support Manager and discuss our SLA or any further training requirements.

• A summary ‘Project-on-a-Page’ recorded as background.

• Live servers updated.

• Hand-over to the support team.

• A Post Implementation Review to review the project.

Discover how Barrachd’s business solutions and harmonious delivery can help your next project 
‘come together’ perfectly.

How do we make sure your project is delivered perfectly? Well, first we make sure we understand 
your business. From workshops with relevant users, clearly defining the solution requirements, to the 
appointment of a dedicated project manager, we’re well prepared for the projects’ initiation.

For more information contact John Buchanan

john.buchanan@barrachd.com barrachd.com0131 565 0675
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